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The fact that Five Elements is not a conventional Human Resource Solutions 
company is proved by many factors: 

www.5elementshr.com

At Five Elements we firmly believe in possessing and believing in a firm 
set of values. These values are what define our Vision and Mission and as 
an organization that strictly adheres to these values, we aim to inculcate 
the same in our team members across all levels. 

About Us:
Five Elements is an HR Solutions company focusing on 
developing innovative technology led HR solutions in the 
area of Talent Acquisition, Management and Retention. At 
Five Elements, we’re an ebullient bunch of people, and 
this is precisely why we love what we do. 

We have helped a multitude of clients across industries 
and geographies with flawless recruitment, training, 
campus placement and online assessment solutions by 
leveraging the excellent skills of our team which 
repeatedly shares best practices in order to uphold the 
high quality we have always delivered. 

Values:

We consider our Clients as our partners who help us help 
them and help us evolve into a stellar HR Solutions partner as 
we realize common goals. Five Elements has already, catered 
to and been commended by, clients across India, US, UK and 
the Middle east

We Partner:

The Edge on your side:

Professional teams with 230+ Man Years of 
experience capable of providing solutions 
for cumbersome and complex business 
challenges. 

Domain and technology expertise: Five 
Elements is in a unique position with 
strong HR domain understanding and 
inherent technology product development 
expertise. 

At Five Elements, we personally believe in 
Return on Investments, which is why we 
leverage our gigantic knowledge base to 
appropriately satisfy every HR need our 
Clients trust us with 

We understand our Clients so well that we 
tailor make our HR Solutions in order to 
guarantee 100% satisfaction of their HR 
Assessment and Recruitment goals by 
being Client centric in nature.  

FiveElements
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AssessHub
Employment Suitability. Assured.

www.assesshub.com

After having completed 50000 assessments, 
‘AssessHub’ has proved that it is not just a superior 
hiring solution, but also as a thinking engine that 
develops your human resource and our credential 
as a leader in developing superior online 
assessment tests. 

The assessment test works across 
different hierarchy, regions and 
processes due to its custom made 
design and process. It makes managing 
assessments easier through its profile of 
real time tracking and centralized 
accounts to search and filter candidates. 
AssessHub enables a detailed report of 
pre hiring practices and completely 
primes recruiters with a standardized 
suite of outcomes for candidates to put 
them through to the next round of 
interviews. Through a simplified 
interface and a commitment to 
delivering the right shortlist of talent, 
Assesshub is a budding industry 
favorite with a number of endorsements 
across organizations everywhere.

Tailoring the best hiring solutions is no 
easy task but AssessHub made the 
effort worth it for us. Industry veterans 
endeavoring to marry scalability and 
innovative technology into the product 
have developed the capabilities of the 
assessment mechanism with a superior 
structure to help mitigate time and costs 
well.  Whether the domain of testing is 
in aptitude or reasoning or 
psychometrics Assesshub unites 
multiple question formats and complex 
algorithms to generate assessments that 
visibly balance the suitability of 
candidates to work profile. It uses 
sophisticated design to source quality 
hires faster.

AssessHub' involves the use of customized 
online assessments comprising all areas of 
aptitude, Logical Reasoning, Verbal Ability, 
Psychometric & Technical testing to evaluate 
potentials of prospective employees and 
integrate them into your organization in their 
best-suited profile. 

Developed by industry stalwarts and HR 
professionals, 'AssessHub' is set to please 
recruiters with solutions embracing the 
entire aspect of employment suitability fine-
tuned to your organization. 

Reduced Costs:
    No Upfront software cost
    No maintenance and upgrade costs 
    Minimal IT infrastructure required
    Pay per use model



AssessHub Features:
Transformative businesses, for significant growth and expansion, require the best human 
resources and ‘AssessHub’ assists you in improving your quality of hire. It isn’t just an online 
assessment test that delivers on hiring solutions; it also develops your recruits to becoming 
the best professional in accord with their capabilities. 

AssessHub

Supports  multiple question formats (MCQ, 
True/False, Short Answer, Video, Audio, Pictures, 
Fill in the blanks, Essay/Comprehension, Matching 
Sequence )

The evaluations so provided by ‘AssessHub’ greatly 
assist you in realizing your potential employees not just 
as personnel but people with tools that can effectively 
transform them into superior stakeholders.

Using custom question and answer banks and in-built 
profiling of candidates, you can be sure of landing the 
right talent. In easing out your recruitment concerns, 
‘AssessHub’ acts to understand the uniqueness of your 
organization and then help you to find those 
professionals that greatly add value in your operations. 
Pre hire tests have complex algorithms for generating 
the assessments and customizing scoring, which enable 
you to recognize the unique aptitudes of the potentials. 

Employment suitability test 
customized as per your requirement 

Customization of evaluation across 
levels

Standardization of evaluation process 
across regions and time zones 

Centralized management of 
assessment activity

Real time reporting on candidates 
performance 

Easy to manage candidate database

AssessHub Benefits:

www.assesshub.com

Ready to use employment 
suitability tests – Technical, 
Functional, IQ, Language and  
Psychometric tests

Role based secure access – Ability 
to map all functions within an 
organization. 

Web and image 
proctoring for online 
invigilation 

Built in complex 
algorithm to generate 
and evaluate questions

Supports online and offline test 
with OMR support

Generate and print 
certificates  

Time bound and random 
question generation 

Companies can use AssessHub to
      Configure and map entire organization 
      Manage Question bank which consist of 
      upwards  of 25000 questions
      Create customized exam templates 
      Create Exam Instance 
      Configure OMR /OCR Functionality
      User Management – Add, Edit and Delete 
      Users
      Create and Manage groups 
      Customize reports 
      Review results 

Prospective Employee can:
      Apply for specific jobs
      Register for online assessment
      Subscribe for assessments 
      Give online assessments 
      Review results 

Administration Capabilities



CampusXone
Campus Placement. Redefined.

www.campusxone.com

Reduced Costs:
    No Upfront software cost
    No maintenance and upgrade costs 
    Minimal IT infrastructure required
    Pay per use model

collegecorporate

student

Delivered in a paperless format 
that uses customized 
assessments across a number 
of modules this online platform 
facilitates a better absorption 
of candidates into the 
database. 

Our online portal in campus 
recruitment takes the best from 
the cloud and connects 
graduates with businesses 
through unique assessments 
and delivery mechanisms that 
command innovation. Placing 
graduates closer to potential 

employers CampusXone strives 
to create a network of human 
capital that can benefit from 
conversation with companies 
and other peers. 

For placement agencies 
servicing the needs of 
organizations looking for the 
best graduates; CampusXone 
effectively reduces recruitment 
cycle time and prepares 
assessments that are based on 
the best knowledge and 
technology. 

Managing Campus placements 
online is the new trend in HR 
practices gaining considerable 
ground across different 
organizations. 

Finding an extended network of 
entry-level talent that can 
decidedly renew intellectual 
capital can place an important 
advantage in most organizations 
and using the best recruitment 
mechanism is essential. We, at 
Five Elements pride ourselves on 
solutions that set us apart from 
plain vanilla recruitment 
agencies; we are conceptualizers, 
we thrive on adaptability. 
Therefore as our campus 
recruitment solutions, we bring to 
you- 'CampusXone'. 



CampusXone Features:
CampusXone an online solution built to deliver end to end campus recruitment software that 
helps in reducing logistical challenges and at the same time improves the quality of 
hires.Delivered in a paperless format that uses customized assessments across a number of 
modules this online platform facilitates a better absorption of candidates into the database.  

CampusXone

Corporates
CampusXone redefines the 
way campus placements are 
being conducted. Companies 
no longer need to invest in 
time and effort to build 
relationship with colleges 
throughout the year, neither 
there is a need to meet 5000 
people to arrive at final 50. 
Organizations can identify and 
filter students based on their 
recruitment criteria via 
CampusXone database of pre 
assessed students.  

CampusXone Benefits:

www.campusxone.com

Online portal to conduct end 
to end campus recruitment 
process

A platform that facilitates direct communication between 
students, college and corporates. 

Students can apply for open 
job and appear for online tests 

Inbuilt online 
assessments module to 
conduct aptitude, verbal 
ability, reasoning and 
psychometric 
assessments. 

Built in complex algorithm to 
generate and evaluate 
questions 

Placement agencies can use 
this technology platform for 
their campus placement  

Detailed analysis and reporting on campus placement activity

Companies can advertise 
jobs, evaluate & hire students

Agencies
CampusXone redefines the 
way campus placements are 
being conducted. Companies 
no longer need to invest in 
time and effort to build 
relationship with colleges 
throughout the year, neither 
there is a need to meet 5000 
people to arrive at final 50. 
Organizations can identify and 
filter students based on their 
recruitment criteria via 
CampusXone database of pre 
assessed students.  

Colleges
CampusXone redefines the 
way campus placements are 
being conducted. Companies 
no longer need to invest in 
time and effort to build 
relationship with colleges 
throughout the year, neither 
there is a need to meet 5000 
people to arrive at final 50. 
Organizations can identify and 
filter students based on their 
recruitment criteria via 
CampusXone database of pre 
assessed students.  

Students
CampusXone redefines the 
way campus placements are 
being conducted. Companies 
no longer need to invest in 
time and effort to build 
relationship with colleges 
throughout the year, neither 
there is a need to meet 5000 
people to arrive at final 50. 
Organizations can identify and 
filter students based on their 
recruitment criteria via 
CampusXone database of pre 
assessed students.  

Companies can use CampusXone to:
      Register colleges 
      Access student profiles 
      Plan recruitment drives 
      Interact with students, colleges and placement 
      agencies using forums
      Verify documents 
      Select Students 

Students can use CampusXone to:
      Register themselves for a job
      Choose between basic and premium  
      memberships
      View job applications
      Upload documents and projects
      Check performance report 

Placement agencies can use CampusXone to:
      Register colleges 
      Register Students 
      Register companies 
      Configure access rights 
      Configure online assessments
      Create, Manage and search students database 

Placement agencies can use CampusXone to:
      Register students
      Register companies 
      TPO activities 
      Document verification 
      Interaction via forums

Administration Capabilities



ExecSearch
Permanent Placements. Evolved.

www.5elementshr.com

Five Elements is an Executive Search 
firm focusing on hiring of middle to 
senior management talent for your 
organization. We believe your talent can 
add competitive advantage to your 
business such that it aids continual 
growth. This role turns out to be even 
more important when referred to the 
domain of leadership. The management 
spectrum is evolving into a perplexing 
territory that requires professionals to 
combine a juggler's adeptness and a 
mathematician's tenacity in the same 
breath while making strategic decisions. 

With the added complexities of the 
economic climate, businesses 
everywhere recognize the importance of 
superior thinkers and executors. 
Exploring the employee pool and other 
springs to find that motivated player 
who can add value to your business, as 
a stakeholder unavoidably requires the 
best expertise. Finding the right 
recruitment partner is most crucial to 
this undertaking and we at Five 
Elements claim the hallowed trinity of 
superior people, process and technology 
to find these leaders for you.

Across our offerings the constant 
emphasis on innovation places us apart 
from ‘plain vanilla’ firms that assume 
rather than revolutionize. We don’t claim 
a set formula or approach to finding these 
key stakeholders but instead base our 
attempts on proactive technology and 
people that work on single briefs at a 
time to find the best human resource out 
there! 

Our emphasis on individuality rings true 
even in our recruitment practices where 
we don’t only count on behavioral 
mapping tools or assessments but also 
on personal evaluations led by our 
consultants to gauge deeper into 
potentials. Our consultants form the 
foundation of our capabilities uniting 
insight, knowledge and focus to 
rigorously add credit to our acumen.

Innovation a way of life



Our insights, knowledge, proactive technology and track 
record make us stand apart from other HR firms!
From the introductory brief our consultants 
endeavor to imbibe your business culture and 
corporate structure into our very bloodstream. We 
believe in customizing our solutions for our clients 
and so we work harder to understand you as we do 
ourselves. Developing long-term relationships with 
current leadership to gauge your current fabric, we 
then set out on the task of finding the potential 
candidates. We extensively meet with candidates 
and investigate their track record, management 
inclination, aptitude and their long-term objectives 

to arrive at any analysis. We then defer to your 
leadership and incorporate recommendations into 
our final brief.

We at Five Elements understand all your concerns 
related to recruitment and our solutions work 
principally through partnership. We work for you, 
with you to find you the people that matter. Our bid 
is in assisting you to find and retain quality talent 
better so that you can benefit of transformative 
human resource that lasts.

ExecSearch

www.5elementshr.com

Recruitment Process:

Process Timeline:



LearningLama
Online Learning. Redesigned.

www.learninglama.com

Reduced Costs:
    No Upfront software cost
    No maintenance and upgrade costs 
    Minimal IT infrastructure required
    Pay per use model

Hiring and training talent to fit into the especial business culture of your organization is an 
expensive practice especially with respect to the anxieties over retention of that talent.  

Learning Lama through an e-learning platform mitigates these costs and augments the 
aptitude of talent through interactive modules that engage better. The application espouses 
training modules that unite rich media content and a self-paced environment that decidedly 
enhance the attention of talent in absorbing the training. The engine juggles different 
functionalities across setting effective alarms and reports to periodic evaluations that track 
the performance of every trainee involved in the program. 

Managing the content of the different modules is 
easier with the Learning Lama since its friendly 
interface assists in planning schedules and allows 
easy uploading of content. With the importance 
placed on developing trainees holistically, social 
media and integration with other support boards 
make it easier for those involved to keep abreast 
with the program. Complementary with 
classrooms and combination training programs 
that allows customizing content the application 
manages flexibility in its host of solutions. With 
minimal logistics and infrastructure requirements 
the Learning Lama suite attracts most clients in 
its flexible operations that understand the 
importance of cost-efficient solutions.
  
At Five Elements, we endorse flexibility and 
scalability into all processes and our e-learning 
application does the same, tailor-made to satiate 
your curiosity in all online solutions.



Features:
More often than not, you spend on hiring and training talent to your business's especial operations and find 
them leaving you too soon to make a return on your investment.  Learning Lama, through its e-learning 
platform reduces the costs and time of training while enhancing training with highly interactive modules.

LearningLama

Not only does our e-learning application 
provide superior training modules, we also 
aim at tracking modules to deliver solutions 
that count.  

With rich media content through an 
interactive, self-paced environment, we at 
Five Elements believe in Learning Lama as a 
breakthrough platform for all businesses that 
rear competitive advantage as with their 
talent. For managing the content of your 
modules, our online learning engine juggles 
effortlessly between different functionalities 
that pleasantly reward our clients.   

Benefits- Corporates:

www.learninglama.com

Centralized management of eLearning 
training programs 

Enable Customization of learning across 
levels

Standardization of learning process across  
organization 

No initial IT investment and no ongoing 
maintenance cost

Detailed reporting and insightful analytics 

No upfront cost – Pay per use Model 

Plan online learning session based 
on individuals training requirement 

Assign need based modules as joining kit , 
mandatory or optional training 

Easy to customize and create 
modules for online learning 

Capability to use rich media 
content that improves 
interactivity 

Inbuilt online 
assessments module to 
conduct evaluation 
training effectiveness  

User friendly admin module 
to plan and publish training 
sessions

Role based secure access – 
Ability to map all functions 
within an organization

Robust performance tracking on training sessions completed

Set alarms, triggers 
and reminders for 
eLearning activities 

Companies can use LearningLama to:
      Configure and map entire organization 
      Configure location, groups, functions and level of each individual 
      User Management – Add , Edit and Delete Users
      Manage Modules -  Add , Assign and Delete Modules 
      Create training plan 
      Initiate alerts and triggers 
      Create customized learning templates
      Customize reports formats 
      Evaluate post training effectiveness 
      Publish reports 

Administration Capabilities

Users can use Learning Lama to :
      Manage user dashboard 
      View training modules assigned 
      Request training 
      Save and replay online sessions 
      Track their own performance 



RecruitJunction
Manage Recruitments. Online.

www.recruitjunction.com

Our core strength in recruitment domain 
coupled with our inherent technical 
expertise puts us in the unique 
combination of providing technology 
enabled recruitment solution that will 
help you manage end to end recruitment 
process online. 

Our constant drive to create sustainable 
and scalable solutions has resulted in 
'RecruitJunction' and we bring to you, a 
customized system that uses intelligent 
technology to retain the ethics we aspire 
to as an innovator in designing 
recruitment solutions.

Of the scalable solutions that we at 
5elements innovate, 'RecruitSmart' has 
been developed especially for the 
recruiting fraternity. A comprehensive 
recruitment management system that 
works across recruitment lifecycle from 
sourcing, screening, selection, all the way 
to onboarding; it is an elegant tool to save 
you time and money while improving the 
quality and quantity of hires.
  

For recruiters, we understand the costs 
incurred in hiring talent but it doesn't 
stop there; sourcing data, online and 
offline sourcing initiatives, unstructured 
data, communication hurdles all weaken 
your competitive advantage. We, at Five 
Elements have developed 
'RecruitJunction' as an integrated end-to-
end workflow management solution that 
unlocks opportunities. It not only 
eliminates weaknesses but also helps 
you in enhancing the overall productivity 
of your recruitment operations. 

Reduced Costs:
    No Upfront software cost
    No maintenance and upgrade costs 
    Minimal IT infrastructure required
    Pay per use model



Features:
Recruit Junction's core strength lies in its innovative use of technology and deep integration with 
social media recruiting.  This tool is specially designed keeping in mind the need to overcome day 
to day challenges faced by a recruiter and eliminating time consuming operational activity so that 
the recruiter can focus talking to people and analyze right fit for their clients

RecruitJunction

In an every changing world and dynamic 
client requirements time to respond combined 
with quality has become very critical for the 
success of any recruitment activity.  

Recruit Junction is specifically designed to 
suit todays demand and is well equipped to 
face future challenges of mobile and social 
recruiting.   

Benefits- Corporates:

www.recruitjunction.com

Role based secure access – Ability to map 
individuals as per their role within the HR 
team 

Standardization of recruitment across 
regions and time zones 

Allocation and tracking of HR teams 
productivity 

Reduce time to  hire  and improve quality of 
hires 
 

No initial IT investment and no ongoing 
maintenance cost

Detailed reporting and insightful analytics 

No upfront cost – Pay per use Model 

Specific user interface for companies, recruitment 
agencies and government bodies to suit their 
recruitment process

End to end management of 
recruitment process online

Standardized flow of 
recruitment process 

Smart Source by automating 
sourcing process from 
multiple job sites 

One view of an 
individual’s resume 
along with their social 
profiling on LinkedIn, 
Facebook and Twitter.

One click job posting on 
multiple job sites and online 
networking sites 

Built in online assessment 
module to evaluate 
candidates 

Communicate using inbuilt sms and email support Inbuilt employee 
referral engine 

Recruitment Agencies and Companies can use RecruitJucntion to:
      Create job posts 
      Customize application form based on requirement 
      Configure criteria to filter/shortlist applicants
      Configure online and offline payments system 
      Configure process workflow 
      Manage Payments  - Billing and collection module
      Configure analytical parameters
      Set social recruiting pattern 
      Set auto sourcing parameters 
      Customize reporting format 

Administration Capabilities



5 Elements HR

Don't mind if we stand out in the crowd

The fact that 5 Elements is not a conventional Human Resource Solutions company is 
proved by many factors: 

Professional teams with 100+ Man Years of experience capable of providing solutions for 
cumbersome and complex business challenges

State of the art offerings for our clients in the form of domain rich Cloud based technology products

Innovative Delivery Models

Ground level understanding of recruitment and staffing industry

Unconventional methodologies

Our Organizational Philosophy (Hyperlinked to Organizational Philosophy Section)

Despite being a progressive and technologically 
advanced HR player in the market, we still respect 
traditional methodologies. This is why we know 
what needs to be avoided when it comes to 
formulating Recruitment and Assessment strategies. 
While we stay up to date with the latest technology, 
we also take the liberty to prove ourselves as more 
than just an HR Solutions vendor. We truly believe in 
the unification of minds for a common goal and which 

is why we have the right resources allocated to the 
right tasks. What sets 5 Elements apart is the 
combination of providing HR solutions in a “Software 
as a Service (SAAS)' format, allocation and utilization 
of the right technology and our constant focus on 
quality of deliverables in terms of your recruitment 
and staffing needs. 

Why Five Elements?
Business Experience: 
100+ Man Years of experience in providing HR solutions to Clients across 
multiple verticals, industries and geographies

Vertical and Domain Proficiency: 
We understand our Clients so well that we tailor make our HR Solutions in order 
to guarantee 100% satisfaction of their HR Assessment and Recruitment goals

Delivering Business Value: 
At 5 Elements, we personally believe in Return on Investments, which is why 
we leverage our gigantic knowledge base to appropriately satisfy every HR 
need our Clients trust us with

Technological Capability: 
We deliver integrated, scalable and robust solutions with the optimal 
cost/performance ratio to our clients as our various Cloud based HR Solutions 
products help us assess and analyze our Clients' requirements thoroughly

Commitment to Quality: 
We believe in stringent Quality Control as our Clients place their trust in us to 
deliver the best quality in the industry

Internal Processes: 
We are a process driven organization, and that helps us honor our commitments 
and timelines

Client Focused Approach: 
Tailor-made solutions for Clients

www.5elementshr.com



5 Elements HR

Five Elements Business Solutions Pvt. Ltd.

9, Ajanta House, 
Marol Cooperative Industrial Estate, 
Marol, Andheri(E). 
Mumbai - 400 059, Maharashtra, India.

Tel: +91-22-42507999
Fax: +91-22-42507999

Contact

Email: info@5elementshr.com 
Web: www.5elementshr.com

FiveElements
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